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Message from the Chairman
The seas and oceans make up a large part of our globe,
no less than 72% of the surface of the earth consists
of sea and ocean. The seas and oceans are also used
for many purposes. 92% of all transports on earth take
place on water.
In addition, we use the seas for energy generation,
extraction of raw materials, pipelines, sand mining,
growing farms, fisheries, tourism, etc.
The seas and oceans are therefore also dynamic:
ecological systems change, the world climate changes
resulting in an increase in temperature of the sea water
which in turn has the effect that the sea level rises.
The oceans and seas absorb large quantities of CO2
and produce oxygen.
Apart from the enormous wealth of the oceans and seas
we encounter, is that same system also vulnerable. A
change in one sea has consequences for bordering seas
or oceans. One of the recent threats is the pollution of
seas and oceans which increases in a rapid pace. KIMO
is an association of coastal municipalities and their
purpose is among other to call a halt to this pollution.
For this purpose they started years ago with the Fishing
for Litter project.

The “Fishing for Litter” project, once launched in the
Netherlands, has currently a wide interest in Europe
and beyond. We have brought this project via the EU
in Brussels under the attention of several countries
including countries in Southern Europe. The “Fishing
for Litter” project takes also in our own organization of
KIMO international a prominent place. The project is
implemented besides the Netherlands and Belgium in
Scotland, Wales, the Faeroe Islands and the countries
around the Baltic Sea. KIMO Nederland en België had a
documentary made in 2011 which was shown in many
places in Europe with great success. The coming year
we expect to expand the project in Europe and hope
to interest several more ports in participating in the
“Fishing for Litter“ project.
Also on a scientific level we hope to contribute with this
project in 2012 and 2013 to the knowledge and insights
that pollution entails, especially when it comes down to
the food chain.
Finally, I want to thank everyone who made this project
possible, my thoughts go out especially to the fishermen
who voluntarily participate in the project.
Wim Westerman
Chairman KIMO Nederland en Belgiè

The Fishing for Litter project aims to reduce the pollution
of the seas and oceans to zero. In itself, it seems a
utopia to think we can get the seas and oceans clean
especially with the present intensive use if there is no
change in attitude and way of thinking. Nevertheless we
set ourselves the goal to guarantee the seas on quality
and beauty for our future generations.
We achieve this through our data which we collect
in the project “Fishing for Litter” and bring this under
the attention of European institutions such as OSPAR,
HELCOM, the EU and the Dutch government. In this
way we keep the problems of polluting the seas and
oceans on the agendas of national and international
consultations and meetings. Thanks to this project, the
rules about dispensing waste materials of seagoing
vessels are tightened.
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1.0

Introduction

					
Each year more than twenty million kilos of waste is being
dumped in the sea. Waste does damage to wildlife in the
North Sea and thus threatens the ecological balance.
KIMO Nederland en België is an association of Dutch
and Belgium coastal municipalities, established for the
safety of the coast and the environmental preservation
of the North Sea.
One of the most important goals of KIMO is to remove
the existing pollution out of the North Sea and to prevent
new pollution.

The project “Fishing for Litter” in the Netherlands has
expanded in 2011 with more participating ships and
Vlissingen as a new port. With the participation of
Vlissingen in the “Fishing for Litter” project it is now
possible for all participating ships to hand in their “big
bags” in every Dutch port.
Also internationally was the “Fishing for Litter” project a
success in 2011. At the OSPAR conference in Bergen,
Norway, has the “Fishing for litter” project been included
as recommendation to reduce waste in the sea.

KIMO Nederland en België wants to tackle this pollution
with the “Fishing for Litter” project.
In 2011, eleven ports along the Dutch coast participated
in this project. In addition, since 2007 there is a “Fishing
for Litter” project on the beaches of Ameland. (Dutch
Wad).

Fishing
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2.0

Project description

Bottom fishermen get while fishing a lot of waste in their
nets. This waste has been dumped into the sea by other
seagoing vessels. In the “Fishing for Litter” project take the
participating fishermen the litter with them ashore, where
it is being taken, disposed, monitored and processed.
For the storage of this litter on board take the fishermen
big-bags with them on board. On return to port, put the
fishermen (who unselfishly participate) the big-bag on the
quay of where the waste collectors remove and process
the waste. In this way the waste is removed at sea which
also prevents the same waste being fished up over and
over again or washed up on the beaches. The rules for
participation are being included in this report.
See annex I.
The marine litter is being monitored six times a year in
different ports. In this way there is an insight into different
types of waste and its origin. The results of the monitoring
are yearly brought under the attention of the Minister
of Infrastructure and Environment and the Oslo-Paris
Convention (OSPAR).
The KIMO organization brings in this way continuously
the pollution of the North Sea to the attention of various
European governments. Twenty five kilometres of beach
is being kept clean on Ameland by volunteers. The
collected litter is also being monitored. In this way an
insight is obtained into the waste which ends up at the
bottom of the North sea (heavy debris) and what washes
up on the beaches (light debris)
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3.0

Goals of the project

The goals of the “Fishing for Litter” project are being
explained whereby the importance is being stressed
that cooperation between governmental bodies,
business world, fishermen etc. is not only necessary but
also helps a great deal towards reducing waste along
the coast lines and at the North Sea.

The results are being brought to the attention of the
Ministry of Infrastructure and Environment and OSPAR,
the European discussion platform for European member
states. KIMO Nederland en België brings in this way
the problem of marine litter in the North Sea under the
attention of the authorities.

The following goals are in principle being pursued:
1.	Better control by the government over seagoing
vessels with respect to waste control
2.	Tracking system for seagoing vessels
from port to port
3. Change of attitude among users of the sea
4. Image improvement of the fishery
5. Sustainable fishery
6.	Cleaner and healthier North Sea and coastal
waters whereby less waste on fishing grounds
and beaches.
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4.0

Monitors

4.1

Waste from the beaches of Ameland

The municipality of Ameland participate in their own way
into the “Fishing for Litter” project since May 2007. In a
cooperation between municipality and beachcombers
there is approx. 25 km of beach systematically being kept
clean.
The municipality of Ameland make free collection material
available. In this way there is an amount of more than 4500
kg waste being removed from the beaches of Ameland in
2011.
The majority of this waste consists out of jerry cans, foils,
metals, wood, cases, fishing nets and cases, rope, plastic
bottles, textile, insulation material and hard plastics. The
majority of this waste comes from the shipping industry.
The waste which is being removed from the beaches by
the beachcombers is being monitored four times a year
by the municipality of Ameland. The results of which you
can find under annex IV.

4.2

Waste through the ports

Waste from the sea is being brought ashore by the
fishermen and collected in Big Bags. This is being
monitored at different locations in the Netherlands. The
monitoring takes place through forms which are being
provided by OSPAR.
401.820 kilos of waste has been brought ashore in the
Netherlands in 2011.
Approximately 40.000 kilos have been monitored in 2011
which is approx. 10% of the waste that has been brought
ashore by the fishermen who participate in the “Fishing
for Litter” project and can be seen as representative of
the total amount of waste which has been brought ashore
in the Netherlands.
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5.0

Consultation structure

Two yearly meetings are being organised per harbour
or part project whereby results and progress are
being discussed. In addition, there has been a central
consultation in Vlissingen in 2011 about the “Fishing
for Litter” project in the south part of the Netherlands.
Also a first meeting has taken place with various waste
disposal companies to discuss the continuation of the
project after 2012.
As a result of this there have been further discussions
with companies such as SUEZ/SITA, shipping waste
collector company Bek and Verburg and the Urk
fisheries.

6.0

Administration

The information of the entire “Fishing for Litter” project
is being processed at the secretariat of KIMO Nederland
en België whereby the quantities of waste are being
registered and categorized.
Meetings are being prepared and contacts with the
participating partners are being maintained from the
KIMO secretariat.

7.0

Publicity

The “Fishing for Litter” project is standing regularly in
the spotlight. At the presentations of the “Fishing for
Litter” awards, harbour festivals or other events in ports,
there is always much media attention being paid to the
project.
For instance the Dutch Fishery magazine publishes
regularly on the “Fishing for Litter” project and her
activities. KIMO Nederland en België provides through
her newsletters also regular publications.
The “Fishing for Litter” project was in the spotlight in
2011 during:
• Harbour festival – The Hague (Scheveningen)
• Vistival – Den Oever
•	Presentation of Awards in the ports of Harlingen,
Ijmuiden, Stellendam and Breskens.
•	A presentation has taken place in the autumn
of 2011in the European Parliament where the
documentary “Fishing for Litter” was shown.

7.1

Documentary “Fishing for Litter”

Kimo Nederland en België had a documentary made
about the “Fishing for Litter” project in 2011. This
documentary lasts 16 minutes. The documentary was
realized in cooperation with the Fisheries, Groningen
Seaports, the ship waste company Bek & Verburg and
two scientists of the university.
This documentary has been shown in different places in
Europe and is available in Dutch as well as in English.
Because of this there is an interest arisen for the “Fishing
for Litter” project in countries around the Mediterranean,
the Black Sea, the Baltic Sea and Asia.
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8.0

Summary of activities in 2011

KIMO Nederland en België has carried out a number of activities in 2011 in different ports and during events.
The following has taken place:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

8.1

Presentation of certificates BR 14 and the BR 43, May 20th 2011
Presentation of certificates in Delfzijl, May 27th 2011
Dutch fisheries days Stellendam, July 2nd 2011
Presentation “Fishing for Litter” Award IJmuiden, July 15th 2011
Presentation “Fishing for Litter” Award Den Oever, February 12th 2011
Presentation “Fishing for Litter” Award Stellendam, April 29th 2011
Presentation “Fishing for Litter” Award Harlingen, April 15th 2011
Harbour festival The Hague (Scheveningen), October 1st 2011
Harbour festival Den Oever, July 23rd 2011
Presentation “Fishing for Litter” documentary in the EU Parliament
Presentation “Fishing for Litter” documentary Aberdeen during AGM, October 9th 2011
Presentation Fisheries Harlingen, March 26th 2011
Presentation Shrimp Fisheries Harlingen, April 1st 2011
Central consultation “Fishing for Litter” South Netherlands, December 2nd 2011
Central consultation North Netherlands

Presentation certificates

A Certificate is proof of participation in the “Fishing for Litter” project. The Certificate is issued to ships who participate
in the “Fishing for Litter” project. In 2011 are on the 20th and the 27th of May 2011 in the ports of Breskens and Delfzijl
certificates issued. The names of the ships who are provided with a Certificate are being forwarded to the Dutch Fish
Product Board in The Hague (Rijswijk). The rules for obtaining a “Fishing for Litter” Certificate can be found in Annex I.

8.2

Presentation Award

KIMO set up a “Fishing for Litter” Award in 2010. This Award is presented to the skipper and crew who are most
involved in the “Fishing for Litter” project. The Award includes a cash prize for the crew.
The Award has been presented in 2011 in the ports of Den Oever, Delfzijl, Harlingen, Ijmuiden and Stellendam.
The Award will be presented again in the various ports in 2012. The Award is presented annually. If a ship and its crew
have won the Award three times in a row then the Award becomes property of the ship. The rules for obtaining an Award
and the ships who received an Award in 2011 can be found in Annex II and III.

8.3

Participation in harbour festivals

KIMO has participated in 2011 in festivals taken place in Den Oever and The Hague (Scheveningen).
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9.0

Participants

The “Fishing for Litter” project depends in its execution on a number of parties:
1) The fishermen: Without them a “Fishing for Litter” project is not possible. Also in 2011 have new fishing boats
joined the “Fishing for Litter” project. In total there are now 98 fishing boats participating in the project.
2) The ports: Without their cooperation it is almost impossible to execute a “Fishing for Litter” project in a harbour.
In 2011 have twelve ports participated in the “Fishing for Litter” project. Under 9.3 you find a summary of the ports
and the waste delivered by the fishermen.
3) T
 hirdly the financial support of the sponsors: The latter consist of public and private sectors. A summary of which
can be found under 9.1.

9.1

Sponsors

The “Fishing for Litter” project depends on external funding. The project was made possible in 2011 by:
• The Ministry of Infrastructure and Environment
• Department of Water Management North-Netherlands
• Department Water Management Province of Zeeland
• Provinces of Friesland, Groningen, Zuid-Holland and Zeeland
•	Municipalities of Delfzijl, De Marne, Ameland, Harlingen, Wieringen, Velsen,
Den Haag, Goedereede, Noord-Beveland, Vlissingen, Sluis and Veere.
• Groningen Seaports
• Zeeland Seaports
• The waste processing companies:
		 a) Bek en Verburg
		 b) Suez/Sita
		 c) Huisvuilcentrale Alkmaar (HVC)
		 d) Van Gansewinkel
•	KIMO Nederland en België has an agreement with Well
WatervoorWater to support the “Fishing for Litter” project.
Well WatervoorWater spent 25% of its proceeds to good causes.
•	KIMO Nederland en België has signed an agreement with WWNF/
Waddenland whereby this organization is going to contribute to
the “Fishing for Litter” project.
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9.2

Participating harbours
In 2011 have 98 ships participated in
the “Fishing for Litter” project in the
Netherland.

Eemshaven
UK 45
UK 284
UK 87
UQ 21
Delfzijl
UK 184 UK 382
UK 197 FD 281

FD 283
H 426

Not all ships have the entire year a
Dutch port as a home base.

H 357
E 104

Lauwersoog
ZK 13
ZK 18
ZK 14
ZK 37

ZK 43
ZK 44

WL 18
LO 1

LO 9
ACC 8

Harlingen
WN 1
LT 162
LT 60
PD 63

PD 126
A 942

H 357
E 104

PW 447**
H 462

Den Oever
WR 17 WR 19
WR 18 WR 20

WR 23
WR 67

WR 108
WR 160

WR 213
WR 244

GO 26
GO 22

GO 56
GO 38

YE 104

YE 138
OD 5

KG 9

ARM 20
ARM 22

ARM 25
ARM 33

PW 447** UK 64		
UK 20

Den Helder
18 schepen
IJmuiden
KW 34 KW 88
KW 45 KW 145
Scheveningen
GO 4
OD 6
TH 43
Stellendam
GO 37
OD 6
Colijnsplaat
TH 5
HD 64
TH 6
YE 137
Breskens
BR 45
BR 43
Vlissingen
ARM 4 ARM 15
ARM 7 ARM 18

ARM 44
VLI 7

VLI 25
VLI 27

VLI 28

Tabel 1: Overvieuw participating ships (the ** marked ships board in multiple harbours)
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9.3

Participating ships

The following harbours take part in the “Fishing for Litter” project:
Delfzijl			
Lauwersoog			
Den Oever			
Den Helder (Department of Water Management North-Netherlands)
Scheveningen			
Colijnsplaat			
Vlissingen

Eemshaven
Harlingen
Ameland (on beaches)
IJmuiden
Stellendam
Breskens
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10.0

Summary collected quantities of waste

In 2011 have fishermen out of twelve ports participated in the “Fishing for litter” project. In total have 98 ships
participated in twelve ports in the project. Also have the beachcombers, as part of the “Fishing for Litter” project, kept
25 kilometres of beach clean on Ameland. In total there has 401.820 kilos of waste been removed by the fishermen
from the North Sea.

Harbour

Amount of ships

Breskens

2 ships

Weight in
tons
12,15

Colijnsplaat

7 ships

16,80

Stellendam

2 ships

27,44

Vlissingen

13 ships

22,90

Scheveningen

3 ships

32,50

IJmuiden

9 ships

53,66

Den Helder

18 ships (Data Department of Water Management North-Netherlands)

90,50

Den Oever

10 ships

48,70

Harlingen

10 ships

55,00

Lauweroog

12 ships

29,64

Eemshaven

4 ships

2,78

Delfzijl

8 ships

4,80

Ameland

24 km beach

4,80

Total

98 ships

Tabel 2: Overvieuw waste per harbour
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Breskens
Colijnsplaat
Stellendam

Vlissingen
Scheveningen
IJmuiden

Den Helder
Den Oever
Harlingen

Lauweroog
Eemshaven
Delfzijl
Ameland

Tabel 3: weight x 1000 kg
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11.0

Monitoring summery

Monitoring takes place in different locations. For
IJmuiden, Vlissingen and Scheveningen the monitoring
takes place by the company Bek & Verburg in the Botlek
area of the Rotterdam Port. Sita/Suez takes care of
the monitoring for the North of the Netherlands for the
ports of Eemshaven, Lauwersoog and Harlingen. The
waste which is being brought ashore by the fishermen
in Wieringen is monitored by the domestic waste
company(HVC) at Alkmaar.
The waste which is being removed by the beachcombers
from the Ameland beaches is being monitored by the
municipal waste disposal company.

The monitoring from as well the beaches of Ameland
as the waste from the sea takes place according to the
OSPAR method and through the submitted forms which
also come from this European countries organization.
The results of the monitoring is being brought under
the attention of the Ministry of Infrastructure and
Environment (Water Management Board North Sea),
OSPAR and HELCOM.
The results of the monitoring is being shown in Annex IV.
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12.0 “Fishing for Litter” project 2012

With the participation of all fishing ports to the “Fishing for Litter” project, all participating ships can now deliver their
full “Big Bags” in all fishing ports and receive new ones. A major milestone for the project.
The focal points of the “Fishing for Litter” project 2012 are aimed at:
•	To expand the number of participating ships in cooperation with Groningen Seaports. Groningen Seaports has
played a major role in the northern part of the Netherlands in the “Fishing for Litter” project and for the coming
four years want to actively participate aiming at all the fishing boats in the Eemshaven area to participate in the
“Fishing for Litter” project.
•	In cooperation with the port of Scheveningen and the municipality of The Hague to expand the amount of the
fishing boats in Scheveningen.
•	Further cooperation with six fishing boats (The Plaice Group) with regard to sustainable fisheries.
• Presentation of “Fishing for Litter” Awards and certificates in various ports.
• Participation in harbour festivities
• Participation in a major scientific research programme
• Setting up a traveling exhibition.

13.0

Fishing for Litter International

Internationally, the “Fishing for Litter” project is active in harbours of Scotland, Wales, Ireland, Faeroe Islands, Sweden
and the Baltic Countries. One can find a special document at OSPAR which can be used by the European ports if they
want to organise and execute a “Fishing for Litter” project in one of their ports. KIMO International produces every
year an annual Report of all “Fishing for Litter” projects of which are the results brought under the attention of OSPAR.

14.0 KIMO organization

KIMO, short for ‘Kommunenes Internasjonale Miljøorganisasjon’, commits itself to the prevention of pollution of the
Northern seas. The organisation was established in 1990 in the Danish coastal town of Esbjerg initiated by the Norwegian
municipality of Vagsøy. KIMO is an international environmental and safety organization for local governments around
the northern seas of Northern and Central Europe.
The objective of KIMO is to remove existing pollution from the North Sea, to prevent new ones and to pass the North
Sea on in good condition to future generations. KIMO has as a starting point that actually something can be done
against pollution of the Northern seas through close international cooperation between local governments. More than
one hundred and sixty municipalities in sixteen countries are a member of the KIMO organisation. Each participating
country has its own KIMO organization. KIMO Nederland en België was founded in 1999 in the Netherlands and
Belgium. At present there are thirty six coastal municipalities in both countries member of the KIMO organization. KIMO
Nederland en België has many other projects besides the “Fishing for Litter” project for maintaining a clean North Sea
and to ensure the safety of the coast in relation to the rising of the sea level. In addition KIMO aims at recognition of
the economic value of the coast and in particular of the North Sea beaches.
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Annex I
Rules for the organization:
•	The fishing boats are selected in consultation with the
fisheries sector and the port authorities.
•	The fishing boats receive weekly a big-bag (s) on
board.
•	The big-bags are placed in a container on arrival at the
port.
•	The waste is removed from the site by the waste
collector company.
•	The waste is being transported by the waste collector
company to a final processing stage and monitored.
•	The fishing boats participate free of charge in this
project.
•	The ships are being informed about the results once
every six months.
•	Participation will have a positive effect for the fishing
industry.

General rules for participants (fishermen):
•	The waste that comes into the nets whilst fishing is
not thrown back into the sea by the fishermen but put
into the big-bag.
• Participation is free of charge for participants.
•	Participation is on a voluntary basis without financial
compensation.
•	Mooring/delivery of the big-bags with waste takes
place in the harbour.
•	Participants put the big-bag in the container
themselves or in consultation with the port authorities.
•	The participant will receive replacement big-bag (s) by
the port management on delivery of a full big-bag.
•	Big-bags can be kept on board until there is a
substantial contents.
• Only use the big-bags for fished up waste.
•	Do not use the big-bags for domestic- nor ship waste
generated on board.
•	Never use big-bags for storage of oil products,
ammunition or dangerous waste.
•	Use the allocated container on the premises solely for
the big-bags.
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Annex II
Rules for the “Fishing for Litter Award” project
• The participating ship is a member of the SFAV
• Waste generated on board will not be disposed of via the “Fishing for Litter” project
• The participating ship strives for sustainable management
• The name of the vessel is being put on the big-bag with a marker
• On arrival in the port the ship indicates how many Fishing for Litter bags are on board
•	The Award is being presented to the fishing ship that is most involved in the “Fishing for Litter” project
• The Award consists of a glass standard where the name of the ship is engraved
• At three times winning the Award, the Award will then become property of the ship
• The crew of the ship gets a dinner-cheque presented of € 250,- at winning the Award.
• The Award ceremony takes place in November each year.
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Annex III
List of presentation Fishing for Litter Awards 2011:
Den Oever

WR 160		

12th of February 2011

Harlingen

LE 62		

15th of April 2011

Stellendam

OD 6		

29th of April 2011

Ijmuiden

GO 26		

15th of July 2011
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Annex IV
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KIMO Nederland en België is an association of local governments who aim to achieve their
objectives in cooperation with other governments and organizations. Its members are elected
representatives of the people and aim to reach their goals through democratic and
parliamentary channels.

